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1 Introduction
1.1 Setting the scene
Natural water springs are the source of much of the freshwater that feeds our
streams, rivers and lakes. The constant flow from springs is essential for supplying
water for habitats, irrigation and human consumption. They were also the focal point
for settlements, supplying clean and freshwater, even in times of drought.
For thousands of years, springs have also inspired a fascinating array of folk
cultures, mythology, traditions and beliefs, and have been a central element of local
distinctiveness and cultural identity. Many are associated with Christian saints,
although their spiritual origins are often much older than Christianity itself, and many
have attributions for curing ailments, foretelling the future and guiding peoples’
choices.
There are at least 2000 springs, wells and spas in Wales, with varied histories and in
varying states of preservation. Some of those with built structures around them have
become derelict in recent times as their uses and stories have been forgotten and
their essential role for supplying water neglected. Others, though, have been
zealously protected and restored by community groups, helping to promote local
pride and increase social cohesion.
The Living Wells Project, supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), and
coordinated by Keep Wales Tidy, is working closely with communities to explore,
record, conserve and promote 25 well sites in three areas of Wales – Brecon
Beacons, Pembrokeshire and Llŷn Peninsula. These wells will be used to inspire
communities throughout Wales to renovate their wells, understand their stories and
highlight the historical, cultural, scientific and educational value of this neglected
aspect of Welsh heritage.
This Interpretation Plan is a crucial part of the process of bidding for HLF funding for
the project. It provides a framework for explaining wells and their conservation to
communities and visitors, and will help the Living Wells project to achieve its aims to
raise awareness and promote a strong sense of ownership of our historic wells.

1.2 Brief introduction to Wells
We quote here a passage from Phil Cope’s analysis of the Welsh wells, which is
presented in his report to the Living Wells project on the Brecon Beacons wells. This
passage describes succinctly the history of wells in Wales.
“In pre-Christian times, water appearing naturally, unaided and unbidden from the
hard rock or the dry soil of the earth’s belly, would have had a magical significance
for our ancestors, not only as an element essential to all life but, just as importantly,
1
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as a place where the most powerful of nature spirits resided and where a dialogue
with other realities was possible.
These potential portals to another reality grew into centres for elaborate ceremonies
and ritual, for story-telling and the presenting of gifts, in return for which the waters
could offer the favours of good health, love and fertility. Some wells predicted and
sometimes even influenced the future, while others could even be used to lay curses.
When the Romans arrived on these shores, they brought with them a new bathhouse
culture, and a range of alternative water deities and spirits that were often ‘married’
with their local equivalents.
Later, Christian missionaries initially recognised the powers of these sites to sustain
and to inspire, ‘re-christening’ them with new names and allying them to new legends
while essentially retaining their original meanings for ordinary people.
It was clear from the start that incorporation rather than destruction of these pagan
truths was the only viable option. It was not until the Protestant Reformation of the
second half of the sixteenth century that the dominant church decided to undertake a
wholesale obliteration of the water cult sites and their beliefs … although, thankfully,
this was never fully achieved. Then, in the eighteenth century, the invasion of science
offered a further layer of explanation, with the development of the lucrative spa
movement in Britain.”

1.3 Process
This interpretation plan is the output of a contract let by Keep Wales Tidy to Red Kite
Environment and Letha Consultancy, commissioned in July 2017 and completed in
January 2018. Our brief was to produce an interpretation plan with the following
elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate current interpretive work and opportunities available, given the wide
range of scale, scope, and timeframes of many legends or traditions surrounding
wells. How can these be interpreted or recycled for a modern audience?
Given the level of interest, research past, current, and potential interpretation
activities and how disparate existing websites can be moulded into a cohesive
scheme.
Develop a narrative and identify clear themes for interpretation of the cultural
heritage and oral history unique to the three clusters, based on those areas’
special qualities, history, and sense of place.
Review the themes and stories for wells to fully understand and summarise the
opportunities for interpretation for use with key target audiences.
Clarification of the type of visitor experience or journey, both physical, and
metaphorical.
Identify strengths and weaknesses of promoting people/groups to become ‘Well
Guardians’
Inform the development of the Living Wells Project by proposing key messages,
behavioural and intellectual outcomes, communication methods and media, and
legacy for each part of the interpretation. The plan should cover intellectual and
2
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•
•
•
•
•
•

other accessibility issues, and outline training requirements for volunteers and
staff, with detailed costs.
Identify useful outlets and/or spaces where interpretation can take place,
particularly as many outdoor sites or locations where wells sit are on private land.
Outline specific concerns regarding intellectual barriers to some sites
The potential input of volunteers and their management
Draw up proposals for interpretation that use new methods and technologies
where appropriate, such as smart phone technology, and provide indicative costs
for production.
Make recommendations for monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of
interpretation, and assessing the impact of and attitudes towards the work within
local communities.
Consider how interpretation can be refreshed to reflect changing events and
changing responses or origins of visitors over time. We want people to visit
wellsprings repeatedly, to ensure their survival, thus the plan must consider a
continuous future programme of interpretation and learning opportunities, and
where and how these opportunities would occur.

The Priory and Eye Well, Brecon
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2 Interpretive resources
Twenty-five (actually, around 50) historic wells have been included in this project in
three areas of Wales. They have been selected for their location, their proximity to
communities, their capacity for conservation or renovation and for the stories that
they tell. We have summarised below some of the key features and stories of these
wells. More information about them is contained in the gazetteer spreadsheet which
accompanies this document.

2.1 The wells and their stories
The wells marked with a ‘v’ were visited during the study.

Brecon Beacons
Maen Du (v)
A natural spring on the northern outskirts of Brecon, Maen Du has a Grade II listed
well house and its waters flow out through a leat to a pond. The water then runs over
and underground to the well at Brecon Cathedral. An Iron Age hillfort lies immediately
to the north of the site, which may have sourced water from the same well.
This well has an ancient history. It was once thought that the well was a place of
magic where ‘maidens offered pins and wished earnestly for love’.
Sir Charles Morgan’s well (v)
Sir Charles Morgan, 1st Baronet (25 April 1726 – 7 December 1806) was an
English Judge Advocate-General. From his birth until 1792 he was known as Charles
Gould. He adopted the name on marrying the daughter of the Morgan dynasty.
• Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Charles Gould Morgan, 2nd Baronet (4 February 1760 – 5
December 1846), was a Welsh soldier and politician, the MP for Brecon and
County of Monmouth.
• Charles Robinson Morgan, 1st Baron Tredegar (10 April 1792 – 16 April 1875)
was an English peer and a member of the House of Lords and High Sherriff of
Brecknockshire.
St Anne’s well (v)
This well is located on the boundary wall of Trefecca college. The college house was
built in the 18th century as a Christian community by Hywell Harris. The well is likely
to have served as a water supply for the community and the village. There is no
record of dedication to St Anne at the college.
St Anne, the mother of the Virgin Mary, is considered the patron saint of mothers,
having been co-opted from the pagan ‘mother goddess’ who had responsibilities for
birth and fertility. The wells associated with St Anne were famous for curing eye
complaints, with the most effective treatment being the use of the first water drawn
from the well after midnight on ‘Twelfth Night’. They were also used for complaints
connected with childbirth and mothering.
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St Eluned’s well
This well was not found during the site survey undertaken for this plan, but was
visited and recorded by Phil Cope.
Eluned was a daughter of King Brychan of Brycheiniog. She was thought to be a
Christian convert who sought refuge from persecution in the area but was then driven
out by local people. She found protection at Slwch Tump, an Iron Age enclosure.
There are a number of wells in the area dedicated to St Eluned.
St Meilog’s well
This well was not visited during the site survey undertaken for this plan, but was
visited and recorded by Phil Cope. The well is located along a forest walk near
Llowes, two miles west of Hay on Wye.
Meilog (or Maelog, or Meilig) was a sixth century Scottish soldier who renounced
violence and warfare. After receiving religious instruction from the monks of Anglesey
he came to Wales and established a small monastery near Llowes. He used a
prehistoric stone that was said to have been thrown there by the giantess,
Malwalbee, the wife of William de Braose, Lord of Brecknock.
The Physician’s well
This well is located to the east of Myddfai village near Usk Reservoir. It can be
reached using footpaths from Myddfai village or from the car park at Usk Reservoir. It
has been damaged by insensitive logging and is now overgrown with brambles. We
visited the Myddfai centre and relied on local knowledge for our observations on this
well.
The legend of the well is that a young farmer in the late 12th century saw a beautiful
woman emerging from the waters of Llyn y Fan Fach, who he decides to have as his
wife. Her condition of marriage was that he should respect her. If he struck her more
than three times she would return to the lake. Alas, the farmer struck her and after
the third time she returned to the lake, taking with her all the animals her father had
given them. Their three sons became physicians and using knowledge given to them
by her spirit used local herbs mixed with water from the well. Many of these herbs
can still be found in the area.
The Priory
The well is in a grove close to Brecon Cathedral. It is situated in woodland with paths
passing through it as part of the Priory grounds. There is an interpretation panel
nearby which has mention of the well.

Hay-on-Wye
St Mary’s well (v)
The well is situated in a private garden just next to the graveyard of St Mary’s
Church. The well is 1.8m down a steep bank with retaining walls on each side and a
stone arch, with a brick built tank inside. Two stone beams above the tank are
cracked. Water no longer flows from the well, having ceased sometime between
1906 and 1929. A footpath formerly accessed the well but it has been extinguished.
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The well was used as a source of holy water for St Mary’s Church. There is a legend
that when the church caught fire during a rebuild a fountain of water spurted from the
well to dowse the flames.
St Keyne’s – Black Lion Well (v)
The well is in the bank of the Dulas Brook on the edge of Black Lion Green. It is
accessed down steps next to the last house on the left side of the green. Over the
last 50 years the brook has eroded the bank, threatening the integrity of the well.
There is a legend that whichever of a couple first drinks water from the spring after
marriage will ‘wear the trousers’. This is said to stem from St Keyne who was the 25th
daughter of King Brychan of Brycheiniog, who never married.
Swan (v)
This well flows from a bank above the Loggin Brook near Swan Bank. The spring has
never been known to stop flowing, even in the coldest winters or driest summers. It
provided a ready source of water during the winter of 1962/3 when the main water
supply to the town froze.
The well has been used to treat sprained wrists and ankles. There is a blue plaque to
identify the location of the well and its medicinal tradition.
Town (v)
This well has been blocked by a stone slab set into the retaining wall by the side of
Ship Pitch opposite Lamb House. It is located at the site of the old Nyegate or
Watergate. A blue plaque identifies the site. There is no water flowing from the well.
There are no known legends for this capped off well.
Eye (v)
The well is located along the Riverside Walk below St Mary’s Church. The well
issues from a hole in a stone block set into the river bank. The well was famed for the
treatment of diseases of the eye. The treatment is most effective when the water is
collected at dawn.
Walk, or Wharf (v)
The Wharf, or Walk, Well is set into the bank of the river Wye on a large stone quay.
It is possible the quay was the site of a ferry crossing and was a busy wharf for the
town, possibly being used to land stone used for the building, or rebuilding, of the
church. The walk is currently unsafe. Water from the spring flows into a stone trough
lying next to the quay.
St John’s (v)
The precise site of the well has been lost but a blue plaque in the wall of Hay Castle
in Oxford Road, opposite the footpath to Cusop. It was the source of Holy water to St
John’s Chapel of Ease in Lion St.
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Llŷn Peninsula
Ffynnon Gybi (v)
The well is located near Llangybi, north of Pwllheli. It is surrounded by a cluster of
buildings dating from around 1730, including a stone-walled spring, a larger chamber
that was used for bathing and a caretaker’s cottage.
The well is dedicated to St Gybi, who travelled to many parts of Wales, England,
Ireland and the Holy Land and had many wells and chapels named after him. It is
said that the well was created when his staff struck the ground. The waters were
used to treat warts, lameness, blindness, tuberculosis, scurvy and rheumatism. The
well was visited prior to this commission.
Ffynnon Plas yn Rhiw (v)
This well is located within the National Trust’s Rhiw estate and is currently hidden
away at the side of the estate path close to the carpark/toilet block.
Ffynnon Aeilrhiw (v)
This well has an association with the 17th century Plas yn Rhiw manor house with its
views over Cardigan Bay. It was a stopping off place on the pilgrim’s route to Enlli
(Barsdey Island). It was used to treat skin disorders, particularly an ailment called
Man Aeliw, or Aeliw’s spot.
There is a splendid out pouring of water from this well adjacent to Plas yn Rhiw
house. This was the orginal water supply for the house.
Ffynnon Arian (v)
Located near the school in Mynytho the well is marked by a name board. However,
the board is situated very close to the well in undergrowth, so is no use as a
wayfinder for the well. It is a brick and stone structure with a hinged iron lid. It is said
to be simply a wishing well. The metal lid needs replacing.
Ffynnon Fyw (v)
A couple of miles to the south of Abersoch, there are two pools here surrounded by a
fairly large stone enclosure – the larger for bathing and the smaller for drinking. This
well was cleared and consolidated a few years ago, but now has a contaminant in its
water. The well was once dedicated to St Curig and was said to cure blindness,
rheumatism and childhood complaints. It was also used for community celebrations
and healing.
Ffynnon Pant (v)
Located in a wall between two fields overlooking Porth Neigwl.
Ffynnon Pen-y-groes (v)
Located at Mynydd Cilan, on Pen Cilan, this well provided water for nine houses
locally. The well is said to have healed warts and other skin diseases.
A story associated with prince Engan in this area, that his horse is said to have left a
hoof print upon a stone (which can still be found). We also visited Ffynnon Engan
7
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which is located in a private garden near Llanengan Church. The landowner seemed
interested in the project.
Ffynnon Sarff (v)
Located on the western side of Mynydd Mynytho, the name sarff means serpent. A
magical snake with powers of divination was once thought to have lived in the waters
of Ffynnon Sarff. The well is metal lidded, which needs replacing.
Ffynnon Saint Mynydd Rhiw
This well, consisting of a small D-shaped pool surrounded by stone walling, is set
near the Neolithic axe factory on Mynydd Rhiw. It was said to cure ailments of the
eyes. High winds had brought trees down across the path here, so the site was not
visited.
Ffynnon y Saint (v)
The second well with this name is located at an important crossroads for pilgrims. It
is metal lidded and the lid is now in need of replacement.
Bardsey Island / Enlli
A sacred island, three trips here were equal to one to Rome for early pilgrims. It is
also reputed to be the burial place of ’20,000’ Saints.
The Bardsey Island wells comprise:
Ffynhonnau Barfu
The wells here are said to have acted like mirrors in which the celtic holymen shaved.
The wells are also said to have been created by a giant’s footsteps which were made
when he jumped from Maen y Bugail.
Ffynnon Corn
Ffynnon Dyno Goch
Ffynnon Weirglodd Bach
Ffynnon Careg
Ffynnon Cristn / Urchaf
Ffynnon Dilarana
Ffynnon Owen Rolant
Ffynnon Plas Bach
Ffynnon Ty Pella
Un-named well near Ffynnon Corn
Dolysgwydd
Ffynnon Baglau, or Ffynnon Bryn Baglau, or Ffynnon Dalar
None of these wells were visited during the study due to the restrictions of winter
access.
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Pembrokeshire
Burton Baptismal Pool
Coflien listing: ‘2. A 5m square enclosure, defined by walls c.1.8m high, contains a
recently restored well of presumed antiquity, set against the SW wall of St Mary's
churchyard. The remains of a medieval cross (Nprn305265) stand between the well
and the church’. The nearby Grade II* Listed church is dedicated to St Mary. The site
was not visited but is shown in images by Phil Cope as having been
unsympathetically paved.
St Govan’s (v)
A well perched on the cliff near Bosherston, next to a chapel dedicated to the saint.
The site was visited prior to this commission.
St Govan is said to have been a 6th century Irish Abbot who retired to live the rest of
his life as a hermit near here. He built a chapel before dying in 586. The chapel
existing today dates from between 1300 and 1500. Water from the well here is famed
for its ability to cure lameness, rejuvenate and to grant wishes.
St Teilo’s
Stonebuilt pools near the village of Llangolman, the well is now on private land so the
site was not accessible.
This well is dedicated to St Teilo, whose skull was used as part of a healing process
for people to be cured of all chest illnesses.
St Non’s (v)
One of the most famous wells in Pembrokeshire, it is situated by a ruined chapel
overlooking Skomer Island. It is the destination of regular pilgrimages.
Non was the mother of St David, who was born around the year 589AD. There are
many stories associated with her, including that she was the daughter of King
Brychan of Brycheiniog and that she was married to Sandde, the King of Ceredigion.
All the stories agree that at the moment of David’s birth the spring began producing
water.
Bletherstone Holy Well (v)
Located close to St Mary’s church in Bletherstone this well consists of a stone basin
surrounded by a pool. It is becoming overgrown and access is difficult from the
nearby road.
The waters of this well were thought to have been used for baptisms in the church
and for the relief of children’s illnesses.
Ffynnon Faiddog (v)
This well is believed to be associated with St Maedog (St Aidan). There are many
legends told of his life, including miracles. The site now consists of a simple brick
semi-circular freestanding wall, thought to have provided water for cattle.

9
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Ffynnon Llonwen (v)
This well is situated near the car park for Llandilo chapel. An early medieval carved
stone has been re-used horizontally as its lintel. It depicts a cross and a fish, both
strong Christian symbols.
Ffynnon Wnda/Llanwnda (v)
The well is directly opposite the church of St Gwndaf. It has clear water and is well
looked after with a simple slate name plate.
The well is associated with St Gwyndaf, a 6th century associate of St Aidan. After a
quarrel with Aidan, Gwyndaf cursed the stream he was crossing and was thrown
from his horse, breaking his leg. The well became a resting place for pilgrims
travelling to the shrine of St David, particularly those arriving from Ireland by boat.
Gumfreston (v)
The three wells below Gumfreston’s church of St Lawrence have been regarded as
having medicinal properties, with each offering different remedies. The higher one
was believed to cure illnesses of the legs, the middle hands and arms and the lower
bringing sight to blind eyes.
Nine Wells (v)
Nine wells was the last resting place for pilgrims before they arrived at the shrine of
St David. Here they would have prayed and celebrated before embarking on the final
part of their journey. There are three obvious wells in this area, one considered holy,
one domestic and one used by workers in the mills.
Pistyll Dewi / Ffynnon Dewi (Porthclais) (v)
This is where St David was baptised. As the ceremony took place, water splashed on
to a blind monk, who was immediately given sight.
Port Clew (Port Lliw) (v)
This well is on private land and can only be visited in the company of the land owner.
The well is situated in a field below a ruined medieval church. The well itself is
approached by a sunken lane and may be associated with pilgrims.
St Leonard’s (v)
This well is located on the north-east slope of the Iron Age hill fort on Crundale Rath.
When Christianised, the well specialised in cures for ailments of eyes.

2.2 Associations with people
Many of these sites are associated with characters – some known from myths, some
from the stories of the saints, and yet others from more recent history, such as
Charles Morgan and Howell Harris, right up to those who currently care for some of
these wells.
Although their spiritual origins may date back to pagan times many of the wells have
associations with Celtic saints. The saints were men, and sometimes women, with
Brythonic or Irish names such as Dewi (David), Illtud or Ceinwen, Patrick, Cybi or
10
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Fraid (Brigit). The lives of these saints tell stories of how they founded church sites
which bear their names, and of the miracles they performed.
These saints were not canonised in Rome but were recognised by their communities
for their devotion to preaching and prayer and for their cults that were promoted
usually at local level. They lived simple lives and their beliefs may have absorbed
some of those of earlier times, particularly their respect for the natural world. The
connection between these saints and holy wells is therefore strong. They, and the
wells, were revered for the miracles the saints could perform, for the efficacy of
treatments performed and, of course, for the continuous supply of water.

2.3 Summary
The wells listed above are but a fraction of the number of historic wells located in
Wales but show great variety in their histories and their legends – from holy to
healing, some steeped in myth and others simply, yet essentially, just providing
drinking water in times before a mains water supply became common.

Maen Du, Brecon
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3 Current interpretation
We have assessed current provision of interpretation about wells in Wales, though
printed materials, interpretation panels and digital media. The following is a brief
review of this interpretation.

3.1 Review of interpretation
3.1.1 Interpretation panels
Few of the wells listed in this plan have interpretation panels on-site, or any other onsite interpretation that explains the site, its history or its legends. Llonwen has the
benefit of a board situated on a nearby bus stop, and others, such as Ff Plas yn Rhiw
are marked on maps included within generic information boards close by. FF Gybi
was reinterpreted by Cadw about 3-4 years ago, and St Govan’s has some
interpretation at the parking point. St Non’s has a very old style Ministry of Works
panel. Many of the wells on Llyn have name plates adjacent to them and a number
on Pembrokeshire have simple hand-made slate name plaques.

A plinth remains at Maen Du that carried a mosaic artwork that was smashed. There
are panels near the Priory Well in Brecon that mention the wells.
3.1.2 Leaflets
The two national park authorities produce leaflets for walking and exploring the park
area, and include cultural, heritage and environmental features that can be found and
seen along walks.
12
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Brecon Beacons
The Pen-y-Crug Geotrail, with its accompanying leaflet, includes Maen Du well near
Brecon. The leaflet gives a brief introduction to the wellspring. An informal leaflet
exists for the St Eluned’s Way Trail, published by the Wellsprings Fellowship.
A Walk Around Historic Hay by the Hay Tourist Information Bureau passes many of
Hay’s well sites but mentions only the Swan Well and the site of the Town Well.
Llŷn
There are no known leaflets or other printed interpretation materials about wells in
Llŷn.
Pembrokeshire
A number of published trail guides are available that describe walking routes in the
National Park. These include:
• Pembrokeshire Greenways
• Daugleddau and Landsker Borderlands Trail
• The Saints Way
• Secret Waterways Trails
• The Cistercian Way
• The Beata Way
• saints and stones http://saintsandstones.co.uk/
Each of these trails enables visitors to explore the national park, and many pass near
to well sites, including St Non’s, St Govan’s and Nine Wells. None of them, though,
explicitly describe the wells or explain their history and legends.
3.1.3 Existing Digital Media
Digital media for culture, tourism and environment are increasing and expanding in
their range and their ability to provide information and guidance on places to visit and
things to do. Digital media include websites, apps and social media, many providing
services that are regularly updated and can be contributed to by users.
The following is a selection of media that provide information about wells or have
potential for interpreting walks and trails that could include well sites.
Well Hopper – https://wellhopper.wordpress.com
This attractive site is a mine of information for holy wells and healing wells in North
Wales. It lists a large number of wells in the area, including many in Llyn that are the
subject of this plan, and describes their location, history and current condition. Many
listings have recommendations for renovation and enhancement.
Data Wales – www.data-wales.co.uk
A page on this website provides general information about holy wells in Wales.
13
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Ffynnonau Cymru – www.ffynhonnaucymru.org.uk
A Welsh language website listing and describing wells in North Wales.
Wales History Map – http://cadw.gov.wales/daysout/waleshistorymap/?lang=en
The Wales History Map on the Cadw website provides tours that follow the themes of
the pan-Wales Interpretation Plan. The tours offer four places to visit for each theme
across the whole of Wales. They offer an introduction to the stories of each theme
and a more detailed narrative for each site.
The map is a useful example of how a website can provide interpretation for sites
and offer tours that can easily be followed by visitors.
The Pilgrim’s Way – http://www.pilgrims-way-north-wales.org/day-off.html
The Pilgrim’s Way is a long-distance route across north Wales and into the Llŷn
Peninsula. It includes holy sites, described in the website and on downloadable pdf
sheets.
3.1.4 Relevant publications
The following books provide information related to the wells of Wales:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fynhonnau Cymru, volume 2, Eirlys and Ken Lloyd, (1999).
The Holy Wells of Wales, Francis Jones, University of Wales Press, 2003
Sacred Waters, Janet and Colin Bord, (1986)
Saints and Stones (book not trail) Damian Walford Davies and Ann Eastham
(2002)
Sacred Springs; in search of the Holy Wells of Wales, (Blorenge Books, 2003)
Earth Rites: Fertility Practices in Pre-Industrial Britain, Janet and Colin Bord
(Harper Collins, 1982)
The Living Stream: Holy Wells in Historical Context (Boydell Press, 1995)

There are also many regional books and guides that refer to wells in each of the
three areas.
3.1.5 Other projects
There are a number of other proposals for projects and activities that relate to Living
Wells. These include:
•
•
•
•

Pilgrims Trail to St Davids – a proposal to establish a route to St Davids as a
legacy of the pilgrimage undertaken in 2012 to celebrate the Olympic Games.
A scheme to supply water for drinking at Ffynnon Faiddog Well in Pembrokeshire,
by Jacki Sime.
A report detailing work undertaken, and still required, at Maen Du Well, bu
Jemma Beare.
A detailed description of St Govan’s Well by Janet Bord for the Pembrokeshire
Historical Society.
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•

A series of activities and recommendations made in Phil Cope’s reports for
conservation work at wells in all three areas. Examples include detailed
descriptions and recommendations for work on the wells in Hay-on-Wye and at
Maen Du in the Brecon Beacons.

3.2 Summary critique
The websites listed above are the most useful sources of information and
interpretation about Welsh wells. Well Hopper is a most useful site, though it restricts
information to wells in North Wales, while Data Wales has more general information
about wells throughout Wales. The first two books listed are definitive descriptions of
well sites and provide detailed information that will be invaluable for developing
interpretation of wells.
Apart from these, we could find very little existing interpretation of wells in Wales and
no real coordination of information or effort in explaining, promoting, conserving or
celebrating wells in communities.

Gumfreston Well, Pembrokeshire
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4 Audiences
This chapter reviews the audiences for the Living Wells project, as an assessment of
the demographics of the three project areas, and a review of existing and potential
audiences as identified by other relevant documents.

4.1 Overview of audiences
Putting people at the centre of the Living Wells project, by asking them what they
feel, what they are interested in, what they want and what they would like to see
happen, will ensure the project succeeds. KWT and the consultants employed by
them to work on the Activity Plan have consulted local people and organisations at a
number of regional workshops. Our team has also met many of the key partners
individually/out on site. In this way local people have been involved in the interpretive
planning process, helping us to test interpretive themes and ideas for interpretation.
The project covers three areas, Llŷn Peninsular, Brecon Beacons/Mid Wales and
Pembrokeshire. All are rural in character whilst Llŷn and Pembrokeshire are both
established summer seaside holiday destinations.
What is unique about this project is that the primary audience is the local
communities of the three pilot areas – in particular the pool of potential Well
Guardians. The local communities will be the most regular visitors and also become
potential guardians of the wells, maintaining any structures and keeping them free of
encroaching vegetation.
As well as the local population, we feel there is already a small but growing audience
interested in visiting wells and/or faith tourism sites (which at least some of the wells
are). This audience would benefit from some interpretative help in their explorations.
This is particularly relevant as all three areas are well known and established tourism
destinations within Wales. We don’t know how this niche audience prefers to access
information. However, more generally, audiences are using on-line resources and
sources to plan their visits. Paper information and physical guides become more
useful once visitors are in situ, as the information below from Visit Wales shows. This
is broadly the same for overseas staying visitors and day visitors.
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http://gov.wales/docs/caecd/research/2017/170308-wales-visitor-survey-2016-ukstaying-en.pdf

4.2 Local audiences
Often, wells are situated in ‘hidden spaces’ away from large centres of population.
Furthermore, existing evidence suggests that those currently looking after these wells
come from the broader community. As such, we will not look at local populations
around each individual site, but will look at those within the generally recognized
areas of Llŷn (extent of AONB), Pembrokeshire (County) and Brecon Beacons
(National Park).
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Llŷn
To give an idea of size of Llŷn, the AONB covers 155Km2. It has an aging population
and average wages are relatively low:
•

•

•

“About 19,000 people live in the Llŷn area, which is 16% of the population of
Gwynedd. Compared to the rest of the county and the whole of Wales, the area’s
population is older and the proportion of those between the ages of 15 and 35 is
much lower”.
“The median weekly wage in the Dwyfor Meirionnydd constituency (of which Llŷn
is part) is around £293 a week, which is 16% lower than Gwynedd as a whole
(£347 a week) and 24% lower than Wales (£387 a week). This is also the lowest
in Britain”.
The area is a key stronghold of the Welsh language: “73% of people in the Llŷn
area speak Welsh, this is higher than the Gwynedd percentage of 65%, and
Wales which is 19%”.

Pembrokeshire
The County covers 1,590 km2 (610 sq mi) and as the statistics show, Pembrokeshire
is a relatively prosperous area of Wales.
“Around 123,000 people live in Pembrokeshire. Of these about 22,000 (18%) are
aged under 16, and 27,900 (23%) are aged 65 and over. Around 70% of the
population aged 16-64 are in employment, nearly a quarter of people employed in
Pembrokeshire are self-employed”.
Brecon Beacons
“The diverse landscape of the National Park covers 1347 km2 (520 square miles)”
The following statistics give us an insight in to the Brecon Beacons National Park,
which has a slightly older and more affluent profile than the Welsh average:
•
•
•

“33,000 people live within the Brecon Beacons National Park.
The birth rate (ages 0-5) in the Park is slightly below the national figure, and the
proportion of people in age groups over 60 is slightly higher.
A higher than average proportion of residents are economically active than in
Wales as a whole (65.2% compared with 61%) and double the average number of
those are self-employed (15.2%, compared with 7.7% in Wales).”

Interestingly, whilst the National Park area contains some of the least deprived parts
of Wales, its southern borders sit close to some of the most highly deprived wards in
the country.
The Welsh national parks are noted for their dark night skies, relatively free from light
pollution. There are initiatives that promote them for star watching and there is
potemtial for combining these with visits to wells as tranquil places. See
http://www.darkskywales.org/ for more information.
Schools
In a number of areas, there is the possibility that schools could become engaged in
the Living Wells project. On Llŷn in particular, the KWT officer has good links with
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local schools and has developed ideas for working with them on projects. One such
is the development of artistic lids for some of the wells. Schools and young people
are a good market to foster, as they will provide the well guardians of the future.
Keep Wales Tidy’s Eco-Schools project is a good model to learn from, for working
with schools. I
Summary
All three areas are recognised for the standard of their environment and all have
ageing populations. This would suggest that there is a pool of semi-retired/retired
people, many of whom would have professional and/or practical skills to bring to the
project. As such they would be a core audience in terms of both local visitors and
volunteers. The Living Wells project would be a great opportunity to also engage with
young people from the communities, through schools and family activities.

4.3 Existing and potential visitors
We only really have anecdotal evidence for who currently visits the wells included
within the project. We do have some information on how many people visit the three
key wells in Cadw’s care:
The Faith Tourism Plan (Welsh Government) looks more generally at religious sites
and identifies the key audience as coming from the ABC1 socio-economic
background – that is educated and relatively prosperous. It also states that:
“We know that visitors to Wales are increasingly interested in visiting historical
attractions and for overseas visitors, visiting historical sites is the most mentioned
main reason for visiting Wales. Visit Britain figures show that religious buildings are a
huge draw for international visitors to Britain. Furthermore, Places of Worship are
amongst the most visited visitor attractions in Wales. In 2011, St David’s Cathedral
was the 7th most popular free visitor attraction in Wales.”
The plan then lists the most visited religious sites as:

We have included this table here, as two of the sites, St David’s and Brecon
Cathedrals are within the pilot areas and could be useful for sending people out to
the wells in their area (NB Brecon Cathedral tea rooms are already involved in
helping to celebrate St Eluned and her well).
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This would suggest that there is a potential visitor market for spiritual places such as
well sites, although it must be noted that not all the Living Wells sites have a religious
heritage.
It is interesting to note that only St David’s Cathedral and Tintern Abbey took part in
the most recently available Wales Visitor survey (2015)1. Both sites had seen an
increase: 275,700 and 70,808 visitors respectively.
Cadw has developed two interpretation plans relating to religious sites. Neither was
specific to wells, but they both contained useful information on potential audiences
for sacred/religious sites:
1. Chapels, churches and monastic landscapes of Wales interpretation plan: SIÂN
SHAKESPEAR Associates for Cadw 2011
This plan recognised that
“Little clear data is readily available regarding visitor numbers to many addoldai let
alone information… However, data relating to visitor numbers to cathedrals from the
annual Visitor Attractions Survey help us see that visitor numbers can vary greatly,
ranging from a high of 275,000 in 2006 for St David’s Cathedral to small numbers
such as 524 for Lamphey Bishop’s Palace in 2008.”
In summary, it goes on to say that likely markets include:
•
•
•
•

Accidental cultural tourists – stumble across a place of worship
Dedicated box ticker – have researched and targeted a place to visit
Spiritual/faith tourists – on a type of pilgrimage.
Sub-set of heritage tourist, i.e. seeking religious ‘destinations’

2. Cadw: Pan-Wales heritage interpretation plan – Celtic saints, spiritual places and
pilgrimage: Touchstone Heritage Management Consultants, Red Kite Environment
and Creu-ad (2011)
This plan recognised that “there is little formal research upon which to base target
audiences which are, as a result, generic rather than specific.” Interestingly, the plan
addressed the stories of the Celtic Saints, which relates directly to a number of the
wells being considered by the Living Wells project.
The plan goes on to say:
“The tourism market in Wales is made up, predominantly, of visitors from other parts
of the UK, substantially from the English Midlands and north west England.
The great majority of visitors rate ‘scenery’ and ‘heritage’ as key components of
Wales’s attraction for them but the proportion of incoming tourists who have more
than a passing interest in the Celtic saints is not known.
1

http://gov.wales/docs/caecd/research/2016/160721-visitor-attractions-survey-2015en.pdf
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Anecdotally, given the increasing number of pilgrimage-related initiatives, it appears
that there is a growing interest in matters related to faith, ancient sites and pilgrims’
routes. The list of ‘top places’ includes the Pembrokeshire coast, the Llŷn Peninsula
and other coastal areas. Many of these landscapes are associated with the Celtic
saints”.
Other important factors in the overall appeal of Wales are historic sites of all kinds,
wild (if safe) countryside and coast, and sites with a special sense of place, many of
which feature, directly or indirectly, in the stories of the Celtic saints”
The plan also highlights research undertaken by North Wales Tourism that
suggested:
•

•

•

“29% of tourists visited for a specific cultural activity and are the ‘pure cultural
tourists’. They are well prepared, they will have read information before their visit
and know what they are coming for. They will visit specific sites or attractions for a
purpose and will be focused in their visit itinerary. They visit for cultural
enlightenment, as well as for entertainment. They tend to be older adults only.
70% of tourists are ‘casual cultural tourists’ or ‘accidental cultural tourists’. For
casual cultural tourists, the cultural context is important but so are other
noncultural factors. The destinations must have a variety of opportunities for
activity and must include shopping…They tend to be adults-only groups or
families with older children.
The largest group of ‘cultural’ tourists are adults travelling as couples or in groups.
They are mostly aged 35+ with or without children and in social groups A, B and
C1”.

Collectively, this information suggests that there are visitor audiences out there who
could be interested in our wells. This is not a marketing plan, so is not intended to
identify how to attract (or otherwise) these markets. However, knowing who is likely
to visit helps us to pitch our interpretation accordingly.

4.4 What our audiences will expect or want
•
•
•
•

A compelling and authentic ‘offer’ which includes unspoilt locations yet
opportunities to learn more.
Opportunities for greater engagement and involvement as volunteers and visitors.
Improved physical access to wells and intellectual access to well stories (be they
myth, history, geology, chemistry etc. related -see themes, Chapter 8).
Low impact, high quality interpretation of the wells and their communities.
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5 Consultation
We worked closely with Gareth Kiddie Associates who were contracted to produce
the Activity Plan for the Living Wells project. Rather than running two separate sets of
consultations and site visits for the two contracts, Gareth Kiddie conducted
consultation workshops and meetings while Red Kite undertook site visits for most of
the selected wells having first sought advice from Phil Cope.
Consultation comprised:
In addition to the consultation workshops we contacted or met a number of
individuals associated with the wells in each region, who advised on the location of
the wells and provided information, and stories, for many of the sites. These
included:
Peter Ford – Hay-on-Wye
Toni Borgia – Brecon Cathedral
Richard Castle – Trefeca
Robin Barlow – Myddfai
Lee Oliver – Llyn Peninsula
Jacki Sime – Ffynnon Faiddog
Trevor Silverman – St David’s
Liz Daniels – Pembrokeshire
Sid Howells – Pembrokeshire
Rev Derek Davies – (Pembrokeshire)
Mike Ings and Ken Murphy, Dyfed Archeological Trust
We have included the information and stories provided in the descriptions of the sites
above and in the Living Wells audit spreadsheet.

5.1 Summary of consultation responses
Gareth Kiddie Associates organised and ran three workshop sessions in:
•
•
•

Brecon Cathedral Tithebarn Heritage Centre - 10th November
Plas Glyn-y-Weddw, Llanbedrog, Pwllheli- 15th November
Ty’r Pererin – Education and Pilgrimage Centre, St David's - 20th November

… involving representatives of relevant organisations and individuals with an interest
in the conservation and management of well sites.
The workshop programme comprised four sessions:
•
•
•
•

Session 1: Researching, recording, restoring and renewing
Session 2: Caring for, learning about and interpreting
Session 3: Celebrating and promoting
Session 4: Engaging and sustaining
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There was also a question and answer session to discuss any further issues.
The main proposals included in this plan were presented during Session 2. They
comprised:
•
•
•

Reinvigorating the notion and supporting the development of a network of ‘Well
Guardians’
Developing a curriculum-linked educational programme for schools in Wales and
engaging further and higher educational institutions in focussed project work.
Strengthening the ways in which historic wells are interpreted to the people that
visit them by establishing site specific, regional and pan-Wales interpretive
interventions including for example; interpretation panels, a book, community artworks, sculptures as well as digital interpretive media including a mobile phone
app.

All the proposals put forward were broadly endorsed by the participants as being
sensible in terms of approach. The main points arising out of the session and
discussions were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Develop a ‘well marker’ to denote each well site but keep it simple, in stone and
allow variations on a theme, related to the well site and region, rather than having
one which is the same at each well.
Avoid clutter! Only incorporate physical interpretation or artworks where a site
lends itself to such an installation, and even then keep it simple and unobtrusive.
Try to avoid anything that is to be a target for vandalism.
Encourage discovery, use different forms of interpretive media working together
to help unlock each site’s hidden histories and meaning.
Link well sites as stopping points on short circular walks that incorporate other
linked heritage sites.
Use the interplay between historical ‘fact’ and myth & legend as a mechanism to
provoke fresh thinking around wells.
Interpret the natural history as well as the history.
Major on ephemeral interpretive interventions at wells – artworks using natural
materials (a la Andy Goldsworthy, see www.goldsworthy.cc.gla.ac.uk )
storytelling, poetry, use light and sound – and find ways to roll these out from site
to site across the country.
Ensure the interpretation provided is accessible to all.
A ‘well’ is a great metaphor already. Mine this as a concept and build on to
develop a ‘big idea’.
Use archaeological investigations as the platform for engaging people in active
research on site, helping to increase understanding.
Reinvigorate old traditions associated with wells and create ‘new’ traditions.
Use water as the basis for developing fun activities for young (and old) visitors to
wells.
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5.2 Conclusion
The consultation broadly endorsed the interpretive approach that was proposed and
appears in this plan. Consultees felt that suggestions were realistic and achievable
and provided a useful base for going forward.
Consultation also tested a list of interpretive media and activities, many of which we
have incorporated in the interpretive media Chapter 10. They included minimal onsite interpretation, the linking of sites in heritage trails, using archaeological
investigations as a vehicle to increasing understanding and re-instituting traditions
associated with wells, such as well-dressing.

St Mary’s Well, Hay-on-Wye
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6 Relevant documents and initiatives
6.1 Summary of relevant documents
Three key documents, prepared by Phil Cope as a key part of the preparation
for this project, have provided essential information for this plan. They are:
• The Living Wells Project, Brecon Beacons Report, Phil Cope, March 2017
• The Living Wells Project, Pembrokeshire Report, Phil Cope, September
2017
• The Living Wells Project, Llŷn Peninsula Report, Phil Cope, September
2017
Other key documents include:
• Historic Settlements in the former Brecknock Borough, Clwyd-Powys
Archaeological Trust, CPAT Report No. 1056.
• Medieval and Early Post-Medieval Monastic and Ecclesiastical Sites in East and
North-East Wales, Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust, CPAT Report No. 1090.
• Fynhonnau Cymru, volume 2, Eirlys and Ken Lloyd, (1999).
• The Holy Wells of Wales, Francis Jones, University of Wales Press, 2003

St Non’s Well, Pembrokeshire
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7 Aims and objectives for interpretation
In this chapter, we set out what we propose should be the overall aim and key
objectives for the Living Wells.

7.1 Interpretive aim
To help people to understand, care for and enjoy the significance of the
historic wells of Wales, their origins, uses and stories; and their role in the
community and cultural life of Wales today.

7.2 Interpretive objectives
The key objectives for the interpretation of the Living Wells are set out below in three
groups – learning objectives, emotional objectives and behavioural objectives.
Learning objectives
People who visit the Living Wells will understand and appreciate:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

How wells have been an essential source of clean water before the widespread
supply of mains water, and how they can continue to supply water at times when
water supplies are constrained.
How wells are very often the focal point of settlements, where for thousands of
years they supplied essential water for the community.
How the legends associated with wells in some communities have contributed to
a long history of their being places of spiritual enlightenment and wellbeing
How many wells have names and legends associated with them, and many have
been attributed with healing properties, often connected with the divine presence
of a guardian spirit or Christian saint.
How wells have been revered in religious contexts over hundreds of years
throughout the world, and how they are often termed ‘holy wells’ when they have
significance in local folklore.
How many ‘holy wells’ were originally pagan sacred sites that were later
‘Christianised’.
How spring water has been thought to have started through the action of a saint,
particularly the Celtic saints.
How wells form as a result of water flowing from an underground aquifer, through
cracks and fissures to the ground surface.
How wells are of different types – filtration springs where water flows through
permeable soil and flow rates are low; fracture springs where water discharges
from faults, joints or fissures in the earth; or tubular springs where water flows
from underground caverns.
How minerals are dissolved in spring water as it moves through underground
rocks, how this can give the water flavour and how this has been exploited for its
perceived value as ‘mineral waters.
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Emotional objectives
Those who visit the Living Wells will:
• Develop a powerful sense of empathy with the wells and the landscapes and
communities in which they are located.
• Absorb and enjoy the sense of history connected with wells, including their use for
water supply and the many properties and legends associated with them.
• Develop a strong attachment to wells and their protection and management.
• Share their appreciation and enjoyment with others.
• Adopt and promote the ethos of the Living Wells project and apply it in their
communities where wells are located.
• Be able to experience a sense of wellbeing that experiencing wells can bring.
• Consider the importance of wells as a source of fresh, uncontaminated water,
reducing the desire for people to carry plastic water bottles2.
Behavioural objectives
Those who visit the Living Wells will:
• Wish to explore and discover more about the history, characteristics and quality of
wells.
• Make return visits to wells to explore and learn about them.
• Want to take part in events and activities, including those that celebrate their
history, legends and use, and those that help to renovate and conserve their
features.
• Support the work of the Living Wells project, the individual partners and other
organisations involved in the care, conservation and interpretation of wells.
• Join or support organisations working to record, manage, interpret and conserve
wells.
Collectively, these objectives help to achieve the overall goals for interpretation:
• to provoke people into learning, discovering and exploring wells
• to relate wells to people’s own awareness and understanding
• to reveal new meanings and relationships.
A further goal is:
• to help people to enjoy finding out about their heritage and that of others.
These objectives should be used as the basis for monitoring and evaluation, as
described in Chapter 11.

2

See http://www.refill.org.uk/about-refill/ and
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jan/25/new-network-of-water-refillpoints-aims-to-reduce-englands-plastic-waste.
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8 Themes and storylines for interpretation
Themes are a mechanism for presenting the key strands of a story that will be used
when devising and developing interpretation. The themes introduce the storylines
that describe the Living Wells and will be used in all interpretation media. We suggest
one overarching message and five themes for the wells.
The overarching theme is the fundamental message that the project intends to
convey to people about the living wells. It is relevant to all sites and provides a
framework for all the stories that can be told about these historic wells. To develop
this, and the sub-themes, we have used the three-step theme generator
recommended by Sam Ham3. The process involves refining a message from many
potential components, resulting in a statement that is simple, easily understood and
contains the key elements to explain the story of the wells.
The process for the overall theme comprised:
•

Step 1… Generally Living Wells are relevant because they have been recognised
as sites of importance throughout and often before history. They’ve had the
power to cure or to curse, to predict the future and provide respite, to feed the
soul and refresh the body. Their relevance lives on.

•

Step 2… Specifically we want to tell people about how our Living Wells are
natural wonders; the result of hydrology and geology, often resulting in water that
has been recognised for its beneficial chemical qualities through time immortal.

•

Step 3… After visiting a Living Well we think it is important that visitors remember
that these are extraordinary sites because they have the potential to touch mind,
body and soul, and can unite communities.

The result is our overarching theme:

8.1 Overarching theme
Emerging from the earth, often in serene settings and endowed with sacred
and supernatural qualities, waters from the living wells are essential for our
most basic needs and have power to refresh the mind, body, soul and
community spirit.

There are many interpretive messages that are embraced by this overarching theme.
Takin the ‘Living Wells’ phrase as a starting point we have expressed and simplified
these messages in the following diagram.

3

Sam H Ham, Environment Interpretation, a Practical Guide for People with Big Ideas and Small
Budgets, North American Press, 1992
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8.2 Sub Themes
The messages above are now grouped into a series of subthemes or storylines, with
accompanying storylines that provide a structure for interpreting the historic wells.
These themes allow the whole story to be encapsulated in a series of statements that
will guide the development of interpretive media and activities. There is obviously
some complementarity between sub themes.

Sub-theme 1 Geology
The characteristics of the underlying rocks and soils, and the cracks and
fissures that allow rainwater to flow underground, define the nature of
springs and how and where they emerge above ground.

Storylines
• The formations of rocks and soils with their cracks and fissures that allow
rainwater to flow underground.
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•
•

•

The emergence of water at wells, often at the interface between hard and soft
rocks.
The different types of spring, including filtration springs where water flows through
permeable soil and flow rates are low; fracture springs where water discharges
from faults, joints or fissures in the earth; or tubular springs where water flows
from underground caverns.
The geography donates minerals that are ‘picked up’ by the water as it flows.

Sub-theme 2 Water
Water is the essential ingredient of life, and wells have provided a constant
and safe supply of water for habitats and human settlement for millennia.

Storylines
• The value of water as the essential ingredient of life.
• The importance of springs as the beginning of river systems
• The continuous water cycle that maintains water flow and provides a sustained
source of freshwater for ecosystems and human settlement, the same water that
has sustained life on Earth for millennia.
• The dissolution of rocks by the water flow resulting in mineral loading of the water.
• The different minerals dissolved in spring water and their effects, in providing
water with a flavour and with properties beneficial to wellbeing.
• The importance of spring water in being relatively fresh and unpolluted, essential
for wetlands, irrigation and human consumption.
• The location of settlements close to springs to take advantage of the supply of
fresh water.

Sub-theme 3 Sacred origins and folklore
People have revered wells for thousands of years, associating them with
saints, creating local folklore and conferring on them special powers
through the presence of a guardian or divine spirit.
Storylines
• The long heritage of wells as sacred places for religions throughout the world.
• The magical significance to our ancestors of water appearing naturally from the
ground, that sustained life, provided a place for nature spirits and to have
dialogue with other realities.
• The identification of many well sites in Wales as pagan sacred places, which were
subsequently Christianised with new names and allying them with new legends
while retaining their original meanings for ordinary people.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The attempt to obliterate the water cult sites after the Reformation, which was
never fully achieved.
The use of the word ‘holy well’ for wells that have significance in local folklore.
The association of many wells with saints, some from Celtic times, including, for
example, St Eluned, St Keyne (both daughters of the Brychan, the King of
Brycheiniog) and St David.
The importance of wells as places for ceremonies and ritual, for story-telling and
for presenting gifts in return for providing favours of good health, love and fertility.
The legends associated with many wells, in particular where the action of a saint
is considered to have started the water flow at a site, such as St Cybi’s staff
hitting the ground to start the well at Ffynnon Gybi.
The importance of wells as staging posts for pilgrimages, providing freshwater
and spiritual refreshment.
The wealth of stories associated with wells, including the curing of a monk’s
eyesight at Pistyll Dewi, the myths of the physicians as Myddfai and a magical
snake living in the water at Ffynnon Sarff.

Sub-theme 4 Wellbeing
People have valued wells for their medicinal and welfare powers, attributing
them with special properties to cure ailments, provide guidance and
promote wellbeing.

Storylines
• The mineral waters of wells and their use over centuries as spas for wellbeing.
• The traditional use of wells for treatment of ailments, including diseases of eyes,
physical problems, breathing, etc.
• The associations with saints, whose divine presence confers wells with special
powers for healing.
• The use of some wells for cursing foes by chastising them or for foretelling
events, such as predicting faithful lovers or finding thieves.
• The impact on people today of running water and how that makes us feel.

Sub-theme 5 Wells today
Despite their long history and their significance in folklore, wells are
forgotten features of our landscape but their conservation can help
stimulate a resurgence of interest in myths, legends and the environment in
our communities.

Storylines
• The echoes of ancient traditions associated with wells and their continuation
today.
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•
•
•
•
•

The decay and loss of many well sites due to neglect, including the deterioration
of many built features.
The loss of community memory of wells due to easy access to mains water,
contemporary medicine and welfare and standards of living.
The importance of the Living Wells project in helping to raise awareness of well
sites and involve communities in conservation work.
The opportunity the project offers for re-discovering and celebrating forgotten
wells, and for re-living ancient traditions and ceremonies.
The opportunity to visit wells that have been occupied continuously for millennia,
offering the possibility to hear an echo of the stories once told there.

St Anne’s Well, Trefeca, Brecon Beacons
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8.3 Summary of themes and storylines

Overarching theme
Emerging from the earth, often in serene settings and endowed with sacred and supernatural qualities, waters from the living wells are essential
for our most basic needs and have power to refresh the mind, body, soul and community spirit.
1 Geology
The characteristics of the
underlying rocks and
soils, and the cracks and
fissures that allow
rainwater to flow
underground, define the
nature of springs and how
and where they emerge
above ground.
• Rock formations
•
•

allowing water to flow
Emergence of water at
wells
Different types of
spring

2 Water
Water is the essential
ingredient of life, and wells
have provided a constant
and safe supply of water
for habitats and human
settlement for millennia.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Value of water
Springs as the start of
river systems
The water cycle
Dissolution of rocks
Minerals in water
Importance of fresh
spring water
Settlements close to
springs

3 Sacred origins
People have revered wells
for thousands of years,
associating them with
saints, creating local
folklore and conferring on
them special powers
through the presence of a
guardian or divine spirit.

• Wells as sacred places
• Magical significance or
water emerging from
ground
• Wells as pagan sacred
places, then
Christianised
• Post Reformation
obliteration of cult sites
• Use of ‘Holy well’
• Association with saints
• Wells as places for
ceremonies
• Legends of wells
• Wells as staging posts
• Wells as curing sites
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4 Wellbeing
People have valued wells
for their medicinal and
welfare powers, attributing
them with special
properties to cure
ailments, provide guidance
and promote wellbeing.
• Use of mineral waters
• Use of wells for treatment
of ailments
• Associations with saints
• Use of wells for cursing
foes
• Impact on people of
running water

5 Wells today
Despite their long history
and their significance in
folklore, wells are
forgotten features of our
landscape but their
conservation can help
stimulate a resurgence of
interest in myths, legends
and the environment in our
communities.

• Echoes of ancient
traditions
• Decay and loss of wells
• Importance of Living
Wells Project
• Opportunity to rediscover and celebrate
• Opportunity to visit
wells
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9 Interpretive approach
In this Chapter we present our rationale for providing interpretation for the Living
Wells and present some guiding principles for preparing and developing
interpretation materials.

9.1 Approach
The historic wells of Wales are both fascinating features of the landscape and
intriguing windows into the past. Their evocative stories, and their crucial role in
providing water to sustain communities, are little known and their interpretation to a
wider audience is currently minimal. Our interpretive approach is to help provide a
sound interpretive overview, to provide connections between people and place and to
offer media and activities that will inspire pubic interest and encourage active
participation in their conservation and renovation.
The main elements of our approach are presented below, with each described in
more detail in Chapter 10.
•

A comprehensive Living Wells website that is highly functional, easily accessible,
links to existing databases such as the HER, is interactive, provides
downloadable materials and has clear links to other sites and information. There
would be opportunity to emulate the Well Hopper site, or to fund an expansion of
this site to cover the whole of Wales.

•

An app that is GPS linked to guide people to well sites and provides users with
explanations of the sites and their associated histories and legends.

•

Developing social media. We present some proposals for developing social
media.

•

Developing printed materials including a general leaflet about wells and the Living
Wells project, and area leaflets with more detailed interpretation and tour
information.

•

Installing interpretation in identified hub sites that provide a focus for wells in each
area.
Providing community interpretation, such as interpretation panels, project
sculptures, well markers, signposting and benches:

•
•

Offering a programme of participatory events and activities primarily for
communities, but also for visitors.

9.2 Involvement of volunteers
The Living Wells project will have a relatively small staff that will be responsible for
developing projects in wells that are scattered throughout the three areas in remote
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communities. Within many of these communities there are people with an active
interest in local history and legends, and in historic springs. We propose that
volunteers from these communities should be encouraged to become actively
involved in the project to help support activities and also to be ‘well guardians’.
During the field work we undertook to develop this plan we were led to sites by a
number of experts and volunteers so we know there is an existing active resource
that could be drawn upon to develop this volunteer activity.
There are clearly advantages and disadvantages of involving volunteers. The key
disadvantage is that the project is asking people to promote and deliver its work
without being paid. There are also issues of volunteers feeling unappreciated for their
efforts and feeling undervalued. For the organisation, there are also issues of
insurance for volunteer effort and the necessity to conduct proper risk assessments
for their activities. People also move and there is a risk that they take their knowledge
and skills with them, without passing them on to others. This could be mitigated by
any guardianship role being bestowed annually rather than permanently.
The advantages of involving volunteers are considerable. People in communities,
particularly those who are retired and have interests in local heritage, can be very
enthusiastic to become involved in an activity that promotes understanding of that
heritage. They can also be enthusiastic about practical activity that helps to conserve
and renovate local features.
Volunteering promotes local pride and helps develop a sense of place. It also
develops social bonds by bringing people together for a common purpose. For the
Living Wells project, and for other ephemeral conservation projects, the involvement
of volunteers is essential for maintaining the initiative after the project has finished,
providing a strong legacy for the HLF investment. The very important role for the
project, therefore, is to work closely with communities, inspiring and empowering
them to participate in its work and developing within the volunteers an impetus to
continue its objectives in the long term.
In Chapter 10 below we recommend a number of activities, including establishing a
‘well guardians’ scheme and organising annual local ceremonies and community
activities that will involve volunteers. We strongly recommend also that training is
provided wherever needed to support volunteer activity.

9.3 The visitor journey
Visitors to the wells, both intellectually and physically, will take a journey from initial
research about well sites to physically visiting communities and wells. The following
form the components of the visitor experience and each is described in more detail in
Chapter 10 below.
Pre-visit
1. Living Wells project website – understanding and learning about wells.
2. Other related websites linked to, and from, the Living Wells site.
3. Viewing and participating in social media about wells – understanding more about
their location, interests and current activities. The client is keen that the project’s
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4.
5.
6.
7.

social media stands apart from the crowd and has suggested that it could include
“imagined” conversations that go back and forth, for example on Twitter [and
other sites] that portend to be between two saints who don’t quite see eye to eye.
These could coincide with the various Feast Days etc.
Downloading the app – providing a key tool to locating and finding out more about
living wells in Wales.
Leaflets produced by the Living Wells project available at TICs, community
centres, shops and downloaded from the website – becoming aware of their
location and individual properties and interests.
Activity programme listing activities taking place at wells, downloaded from the
website – finding out about what’s on and where, and how people can get
involved.
Newsletter – with listings of current activities, events and conservation work.

Welcome
8. Arrival at an interpretive hub site – finding out more about the wells in the area,
what’s happening and how you can visit and get more involved.
9. Arrival at the community – seeking local interpretation that may exist in
community halls or other public places.
10. Signposting to well sites – getting directions to sites on roads and footpaths.
11. Arrival at the site – reassurance from the well marker that this is the right place.
12. View sculptures – understanding more about the site through a sculpture that may
have been installed.
13. Using the app – finding out more about the site, its history, legends and any use
for treating ailments.
Activities and events
14. Participate in an event or activity – becoming immersed in a well ceremony,
guided walk or activity that celebrates the well and its history.
15. Participate in conservation work – joining a work party to help renovate a well site.
16. Rest on a ‘well bench’ – sitting and enjoying the tranquillity of the well site.
Post visit
17. Re-visit the website – to keep in touch with current activities.
18. Social media – maintaining contact through social media to find the latest news
about wells.
19. Become a volunteer – training to become a ‘well guardian’, or active volunteer to
lead guided walks, maintain the fabric of the well site, or join work parties.

9.4 Access barriers
There are many barriers, both intellectual and physical, to people finding out about,
understanding and visiting well sites. We consider the key barriers as being:
Intellectual
• Lack of knowledge about the existence of wells in the landscape.
• Lack of knowledge about the significance of wells in the past, including
associations with saints
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•
•
•
•

Lack of knowledge about the importance of a constant water supply before water
became instantly available through the water main.
Lack of knowledge about the importance wells were considered to have for
healing before modern medicine. In other countries in Europe wells, particularly
hot springs, are still used extensively for their healing attributes.
Lack of understanding about how to use maps and directions to visit sites.
Lack of local knowledge about the wells – their location and history.

Physical
• Remoteness of some sites and access to them by footpaths with gradient
unsuitable for people with physical impairments.
• Difficulty of reaching the well site from steep paths, muddy banks or unsurfaced
routes.
• Lack of signposting or waymarking to well sites from communities.
• Lack of any sense of place at the well site that indicates its past importance.
We have considered many of these issues while developing the interpretive
programme for Living Wells.

9.5 Visiting wells
The wells that have been selected for this project have varying levels of accessibility,
both physical and intellectual, for visitors. We have produced an outline table below
that ranks those sites that are accessible now, and those that could be brought into
an accessible state through the work of the project. This table can be continually
updated as the project develops but provides an outline of the current condition of
well sites.
Table 1 Accessibility of well sites
Brecon
Accessible
now

Maen Du

Priory

These sites
could be
brought on
board on a site
by site basis,
after some
works to
access or
structure
Myddfai
(potential hub)
HM
Sir Charles
Morgan
D?
Trefecca – St
Anne’s
(potential as
alternative or

Llŷn
Accessible
now

Ff Glyn y
Weddw
(new
well/hub)
Ff Aeilrhiw
H
Plas yn
Rhiw
(house)
D

These sites
could be
brought on
board on a site
by site basis,
after some
works to access
or structure

Pembs
Accessible
now

These sites
could be
brought on
board on a site
by site basis,
after some
works to access
or structure

Ff Fyw (water
contaminated)
H, St

St Non
St

Bletherstone
(potential hub)
H, St, B

FF Saint, Plas Yn
Rhiw
H, St
Ff Plas yn Rhiw
(field)
D

St Govan’s
St

Ff Dewi
H, St

Gumfreston
wells/church
H, St

FF Llonwen
B, St
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secondary hub)
D St?
If new well at
Priory
Abergavenny?
Swan D

St Eluned’s St
St Keyne’s W

Ff Cybi
St, H, W, L

Lidded wells: Ff
Arian/Sarff/Saint/
Penygroes
W, M, D, St, H
Bardsey?

Burton
Baptismal
Pool
H, B

St Teilo’s (if
ownership/access
can be resolved)
St, H

Ff Wnda
(Church has
potential as
secondary or
alternative
hub) H

Ffaethog
St H

Eye H
Walk D

Key
St = holy well
W = wishing/cursing/predictive well
D = drinking well
H = healing well/medicinal B = baptismal
M=mythical/legend

9.6 Guiding principles for interpretation
We would strongly recommend following a set of guiding principles whatever media
are chosen for the Living Wells. We would advocate that interpretation should be:
Cohesive – emphasising the importance of wells in Wales as distinctive landscape
and cultural features with each well contributing to the overall story.
Layered – with a clear hierarchy from easily accessible introductions on websites, to
more detailed interpretation and information on leaflets and other selective media at
carefully chosen locations. Each interpretive element will contribute to a cohesive,
integrated and comprehensive story about wells in Wales.
Attractively designed and evocatively written – to reflect the natural beauty of the
landscape and to encourage an emotional response as well as an intellectual
appreciation.
Developed to reflect local distinctiveness and skills – through the use of local
artists and craftspeople working with communities, natural local materials where
possible, and through the use of media that engage as many of the senses as
possible.
Delivered by people as well as by media – responding to research that shows that
personal interpretation is the most effective way to tell the stories of a site. The staff
of organisations working in the area, and the many community groups and individuals
with an interest in wells, can enthuse residents and visitors with their understanding
and knowledge.
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10 Proposed interpretive media
The range of media available for interpretation has never been wider. From simple
printed information sheets and leaflets to interactive websites, from guided walks to
music and drama events and from interpretive panels to apps, there is a great variety
of opportunities now to interpret places and stories. The challenge is to choose those
that are appropriate for the place, the task, the audience and the budget.
Our proposals for media are presented below.

10.1 Individual items
10.1.1 Website
The Living Wells website would be the primary source of information about Welsh
wells and the project established for their conservation and interpretation. The
website should be the central hub providing information, inspiration, interpretation
and ways to get interested and involved in the wells and the Living Wells project. The
site should be easily accessible and comprehensive and have interpretive content.
While this is being developed further by our colleagues working on the Activity plan,
we would advocate an interpretive layer within the content, and that all content
should sit comfortably within the storylines outlined above. There are a number of
websites available that provide information about spiritual wells in Wales. We would
recommend providing links to other sites throughout the website wherever
appropriate.
The site should include:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

An easily accessible explanation of historic wells in Wales and the Living Wells
project established to help conserve and explain wells.
A gazetteer of the selected wells for the project, and of other notable wells that
could be publicised and interpreted.
A comprehensive events programme for guided walks and other activities
provided by the project, other organisations and by people in communities.
An interactive map (see map below) allowing people to explore wells that are
worth visiting. This may include wells that are not funded by the Living Wells
project, but give a sense of what can be achieved and experienced at such sites.
We would suggest that this map is developed early in the project and is then
updated regularly as more projects come to fruition. Google Maps or
openstreetmap could be used and styled to make this more cost-effective.
An integrated Instagram gallery. Feeds can be populated according to the
\hashtag used.
Interpretation of key elements of the Living Wells project, including explanation of
the history, legends and uses of wells, wildlife and landscape features, characters
and events.
Updates on project activities in a blog, or as regular updates in an events page.
This should show images and descriptions of activities held at individual wells, the
work of the project and the involvement of communities in conservation and
interpretation.
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•
•

Links to other relevant websites with descriptions where appropriate of the
information and services that are available from them.
Google Analytics, which will enable analysis of particular pages and levels of
engagement, as well as the gathering of demographic data.

We envisage the initial setting up of the website to be a contract let to a professional
website developer, who will also provide any necessary training to maintain and
develop the website during the course of the project.
We would recommend that the website should be hosted within the KWT site.
Although there are risks that the Living Wells site might appear subsumed within
another site there are clear advantages for the long-term support of the site for it to
be within KWT’s responsibility for long term maintenance after the project has
finished.
There is opportunity also to fund an expansion of an existing site, such as the Well
Hopper website, to cover the whole of Wales and to include information about the
project.
10.1.2 Living Wells app
This may be linked to Glenn Davidson’s proposals for a virtual world of Living Wells
that allows users to fly above the landscape and then swoop in for a virtual visit to
specific sites. This has potential to open up the project to visitors who may have
limited access. While this is being developed further by our colleagues working on
the Activity plan, we would advocate an interpretive layer within the content and that
all content should sit comfortably within the storylines outlined above.
10.1.3 Social media & Newsletter
Social media can encourage local groups to engage with interpretation, as well as
being a vehicle for interpretation itself. It should be used to develop meaningful
connections with local communities, rather than simply gathering ‘likes’ and ‘follows’
arbitrarily. We suggest establishing a social media presence through Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter and regularly updating and optimising social media pages.
Through social media we would recommend running interactive activities such as
asking people to take and post photographs of wells and any work or activities taking
place at well sites using a Living Wells hashtag. Images posted could feed into the
gallery pages of the website.
We propose that setting up social media platforms be carried out by the website
developer to ensure the proper links are made between the website and social
media. The developer should also provide any necessary training for staff to maintain
the social media presence during the life of the project.
We would recommend the social media presence is maintained for a period of at
least five years after the project has finished.
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10.1.4 Printed interpretive materials
Although there is mass appeal of digital media, there is still a demand for printed
material which can now be easily and relatively inexpensively produced and printed,
and can be downloaded from websites and printed by individuals.
Map and branding
We propose that the Living Wells project produces a map (introduced in 10.1.1
above) showing the three project areas, which can be used at a ‘whole of Wales’
scale and also at the scale of the three areas. We proposed that these maps are
included in a set of four leaflets described below and on the website. The map should
be produced near the start of the project and again towards the end with updated
information which can be more widely disseminated.
The map is an essential part of the outputs from this project and if maintained beyond
the life of the project will become an active record of ongoing conservation and
renovation effort by communities. We would strongly recommend therefore that
updating the map and providing it on the website continues after the project has
finished.
The map should be part of an overall branding approach which should include a logo
for the project and design guidelines.
Interpretive leaflets
General interpretive leaflet. Although there is mass appeal for digital media there is
still a demand for printed material that can now be easily and relatively inexpensively
produced and printed, and can also be downloaded from websites. We propose that
the Living Wells Project produces a definitive interpretive map leaflet that covers the
three study areas for the project. The leaflet should carry the map described above
and essential information, and explanation, about the selected well sites. We
recommend the leaflet is designed in A2 format, folded to A5 with the map on one
side and interpretation of features and stories on the reverse.
Local interpretive leaflets. Each of the three areas – Brecon Beacons, Pembrokeshire
and Llŷn, should have its own leaflet, designed at A4 size folded to DL, with a portion
of the main map relevant for the area and brief introduction and explanation of well
sites. Crucially, the leaflet should explain connections between wells and offer a tour
for the sites in that area that ‘follows a story’ through the sites. The leaflets should
have a simple design that works well as a downloadable sheet that can easily be
printed at home.
Events sheet/online PDF. This should be an ongoing comprehensive list of events
happening throughout the project sites and produced as an A4 sized pdf that can be
downloaded from the website. The sheet should have a designed template that was
then updated quarterly and provided on the website.
After the project has finished, the leaflets should be provided as downloads from the
Living Wells and KWT websites. As the map is updated the relevant sections can be
re-inserted into the leaflet designs with minimal cost.
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10.1.5 Interpretive hubs
There is opportunity for each of the three areas to have its own ‘centre’ or hub site
with internal space. We would see this as being in a building that is already in use
and open to the public, such as a church. We propose that these hubs be located at:
•
•
•

Bletherstone
Myddfai
Glyn y Weddw

Each hub should have interpretation of local sites. This could be done quite simply
either as a series of easily movable, and storable, panels, or as ‘pop-ups’ that are
easily stored and transported, allowing the main functions of the building to continue
unhindered. Alternatively, they could be more creatively designed, for example
developed by a local artist in a form that would emulate a well or grotto. The panels
should include:
•
•
•

generic interpretation of the Living Wells project
interpretation of the wells in the local area
site specific interpretation

The client has suggested that a set of similar resources may also be used to tour
around sites.
In addition to the physical resource, the client would like to see local people become
part of the interpretation, especially on feast, or saints, days, perhaps dressing in
character.
Interpretation should include any access issues that may prevent people visiting
them who have mobility or sensory impairments.
There is opportunity too for an artist in residence to work with hub sites as venues for
other wells in their region to work with artists and each other.
Each hub should also have the general and regional well leaflets and the events
sheet for the area.
10.1.6 Community interpretation
Interpretation panels
A number of well sites are in remote, often idyllic, settings where the location of onsite interpretation may not be appropriate or may not be acceptable to the local
community. There may be scope, though, to install interpretation on, in or near to key
buildings in the community, such as churches, community halls, and local facilities
such as community cafés or shops. These would signpost people out to the wells
from the communities and would also provide the community and well guardians with
some publicity about their conservation and interpretation work. They could take the
form of low cost temporary interpretation panels that could be replaced by more
permanent panels or artworks as projects reach maturity. They could also replace
existing panels that have become damaged or destroyed such as at Maen Du.
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It is impossible at this stage to cost these panels as opportunities for their installation
and use will develop as the project becomes established. We have therefore
suggested a budget allocation that would cover the cost of panels during the course
of the project.
Project sculptures
At selected sites, there would be opportunities to develop and install sculptures that
would mark the presence of the well more permanently and creatively. These
sculptures could be outputs from community activities (see below) or developed by
local sculptors and artists. The opportunities for sculptures should be developed at
appropriate sites and by working closely with members of the community. As such, it
is not possible to cost this work precisely and a budget allocation has been made in
the cost table to cover the development of up to six sculptures during the life of the
project.
Well markers
A simple means of identifying the presence of a well is to install simple well markers
in a material appropriate to the local area to enable people to know when they have
arrived at the site. These should be made by the community or by well guardians
using a simple template, ensuring a common style throughout the wells but allowing
for the use of local materials. Examples include the use of roof slates from a church
that have been re-used by volunteers in the community as markers to a well. The
appropriateness of using local well markers will need to be established locally during
the course of the project and a budget allocation has been included in the cost table.
These well-markers should also include mention of other wells nearby that people
could easily visit that could reinforce and add to the visitors’ understanding of the
story, or stories. This would follow Cadw’s example of ‘Follow the Story’ as explained
in http://cadw.wales.gov.uk/interpretation/guidancenotes.
Signposting
Remote wells will need signposting to enable people to visit them easily. We propose
installing simple signs and waymarkers attached to existing posts where possible, or
on new posts where necessary. Waymarkers may be needed from, for example,
village centres, churches or other public buildings, especially if those buildings also
had interpretation about the wells. Again, it is not possible to determine the precise
cost of waymarking as it will need to be discussed at each site and with each
community but we will allocate an appropriate budget in the cost table.
Well benches
Contemplative benches should be installed at selected sites where appropriate to
allow people to stop and sit, and contemplate the well situation. The benches could
be simple large tree trunk seats that can be left plain, or carved with images from a
well’s story. These are not intended to be obtrusive, but should blend in to their
surroundings and actively encourage people to sit, listen and enjoy their own
company – to feel well on a well bench. We have included a budget for up to six
benches, two for each project area.
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Simple well bench encountered at Port Clew
Well symbols
Glenn Davidson has suggested that the chief well guardian at each site should ‘hold’
a physical item that symbolically demonstrates their role. It could be something
associated with wells, such as a vessel, which they pass on to future well guardians.
This object could be designed working with artists in each region, so that each area
ends up with a unique symbolic item. The client believes this could be part of an
annual ceremony and could be a hook to engage local dignitaries, or people of note
in the community, i.e. they could help lead and organise events or incorporate a
wells-focus in their natural yearly event planning.
10.1.7 Participatory activities
Organising events and activities for, and with, people from local communities should
be a significant part of the interpretive provision. Communities should be involved
wherever possible in planning and delivering these activities, helping the project to
build a strong community base for action both during and after the completion of the
project.
We recommend a number of activities that could attract significant interest from
residents and community groups. We have recommended budget allocations for
each of these activities in the cost table. The activities include:
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•

Well guardians. We propose that each well, or group of wells, within the Living
Wells project should have one of more local ‘well guardians’ who would be the
principal ‘protectors’ of the well(s) and the key contacts for the project. The well
guardians would lead local activities, arrange conservation and renovation work,
organise and coordinate guided walks and other local activities and generally
‘warden’ the well sites. Once identified and designated, we envisage the well
guardians to continue with their role after the project has completed.
The well guardians should have access to a local budget and an overall cost for
this is included in the cost table. We have also allocated a budget for training of
well guardians and other volunteers from the community.

•

Community artwork to accompany well projects. This could be relatively
simple art-based workshops aimed at creating something for display. See the
example below which the café proprietor in Brecon Cathedral developed as part
of a mini festival/celebration of St Eluned and her well. This is a relatively cheap
and easily repeatable project that will help keep the community involved.
We propose that the community artwork is led initially by the project staff involving
local interested volunteers wherever possible, with the aim of the volunteers
leading these activities in the long term, particularly beyond the life of the project.
We have allocated a budget in the cost table to cover expenses and any
necessary training.

•

Guided walks programme. Guided walks are the perennial favourite of
environmental and cultural organisations and while they are a very traditional and
perhaps rather old-fashioned way of introducing people to places they are still a
very popular activity. We propose that the Living Wells project work with
communities to develop a comprehensive programme of walks and talks that will
introduce residents and visitors to historic wells. The programme should include
walks and activities for different age groups, interest groups and for families, led
by the well guardians, other specialists and volunteers from the communities.
We envisage this activity extending as an ongoing programme beyond the life of
the project. We have allocated a budget to support the leaders, provide expenses
where necessary and provide training.

•

Well ceremonies. Each community should be encouraged by the project to
develop local celebratory activities for their well, or wells. The activities could
involve art and drama, reliving old traditions and stories and leading to annual
festivities involving the community (see, for example, the Penrhys Pilgrim’s
Festival at Ffynnon Fair). The project should provide an event template and
supportive information that would guide them through a process of arranging the
activity, undertaking risk assessments and providing support for volunteers.
Initially, some of these activities should be arranged by project staff with the help
and support of local volunteers, but in the long term the ceremonies should be
organised solely by volunteers from the community. The ceremonies should
become part of community tradition, to be maintained indefinitely beyond the life
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of the project. A budget has been allocated to support setting up at least
ceremonies in each of the three regions.
•

Inter-generational activities. This project would include sharing stories about
wells between generations, with older people reminiscing about their memories of
the wells and their stories, and younger people explaining their perceptions of the
wells today (see Arran project, Scotland). The memories should be recorded in
audio and/or video and the recordings uploaded to the website for wider
dissemination. The project should involve basic training for volunteers in running
activities and audio/video recording. A budget for training of volunteers and for
hire of equipment has been allocated in the cost table.

•

Well said / well read. This activity would consist of a poetry contest to celebrate
the wells, with the entrants being included in a book, and on the website. The
poems would be read at each site on World Poetry Day
http://www.un.org/en/events/poetryday/ and national poetry day
https://www.awarenessdays.com/awareness-days-calendar/national-poetry-day2018. The contest should be instigated by project staff with the help of volunteers
but should be run exclusively by volunteers by the end of the project.

10.1.8 Education
Learning activities for schools could help to spread the word about wells and
encourage a new generation to understand and appreciate the history of wells in
communities. We recommend that activities are organised on an area basis
according to interest expressed by local schools and that activities are led by
partners or local organisations. We have allocated a budget within the cost table to
help support organisations and communities.
Opportunities for activities, connected with the national curriculum, include creative
writing, storytelling, visual arts, photography, drama, music and dance. There are
also opportunities to study geology and hydrology or wells.
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10.2 Summary of interpretive media and activities, with costs
Living Wells Interpretation
No

Project

Description

Theme

10.1.1 Website

Yrs 1

Yrs 2/3

Yr 4/5

Budget
allocation
Ex VAT £

1–5

Develop Living
Wells website

Easily accessible explanation of historic wells in
Wales, gazetteer of sites, comprehensive events
programme, interactive map, interpretation of key
elements of project, links to other websites. 8 days
development.

5000

Integrated
Instagram gallery

Feeds to be automatically populated according to
the hashtag used. 6 hours development.

350

Blog, or regular
updates

Regular updates on the Living Wells Project. 5 hours
development.

300

Google Analytics

Enables analysis of pages and levels of
engagement, and gathering of demographic data.
Included as part of web design.
5650

Sub-total
10.1.2 Living Wells app
Development of
App

1–5
Costs included in Activity Plan.

Sub-total
10.1.3 Social media & newsletter
Create, update and
optimise social

1–5

Include industry best-practice for Living Wells
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram profile pages.
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Living Wells Interpretation
No

Project

Description

media pages

1 day social media professional.

Theme

Sub-total

Yrs 1

Yrs 2/3

Yr 4/5

Budget
allocation
Ex VAT £
500

10.1.4 Printed interpretive materials
Map and Branding

Creation of a map showing the three project areas,
used as whole of Wales map, or as maps of the
three areas.

700

Interpretive map
leaflet

A2 sheet with map, text and photographs on one
side and text and photographs on the reverse, folded
to A5. 4 colours both sides on 130gsm paper.
Research, design, map, images and text £6000.
Print 50,000 copies £5500.

6000
5500

Local interpretive
leaflets

3 x A4 sheets with map, text and photographs on
one side and text and photographs on the reverse,
folded to DL. Designed for easy downloading and
printing at home.
Research, text, design, images £3200
Print 15,000 x 3 copies £1600

3200
1600

Events sheet pdf

A4 sheet, double sided, produced 4 times a year.
Design template for production by staff
Template design £500
Print 12,000 copies per year £1000

500
1000

18,500

Sub-total

10.1.5 Interpretive hubs
Interpretive
materials

3 x sets of interpretive panels, banners or other
material, one for each hub.
Variable cost according to materials used.
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Living Wells Interpretation
No

Project

Description

Theme

Yrs 1

Yrs 2/3

Yr 4/5

Budget
allocation
Ex VAT £

Allocation for research, text, design, production
£10,000

Sub-total

10,000

10.1.6 Community interpretation
Interpretation
panels

Allocation for development of interpretation panels at
selected sites to include costs for developing a
branded template, design of each panel,
manufacture and installation. £10,000

10,000

Project sculptures

Allocation to support the development of six
sculptures £6000

6000

Well markers

Allocation for the development of well markers
£6000

6000

Signposting

Allocation for the fabrication and installation of
signposting at sites. £6000

Well benches

Allocation for construction and installation of well
benches. £6000

6000

Well symbols

Allocation for well symbols at selected sites. £3000

3000
31,000

Sub-total

10.1.7 Participatory activities
Well guardians

Allocation for support of well guardians, to include
funding any necessary training and contribution
towards costs. £2000 per area. Total £6000

6000

Community
artwork

Allocation to support community based artwork for
each area. £2000 per area. Total £6000.

6000
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Living Wells Interpretation
No

Project

Description

Theme

Yrs 1

Yrs 2/3

Yr 4/5

Budget
allocation
Ex VAT £

Guided walks
programme

Allocation for the support of a guided walks
programme to include training for volunteers,
publicity and expenses. £3000 per area. Total
£9000.

9000

Well ceremonies

Allocation to support the development of ceremonies
at well sites. £2000 per area. Total £6000

6000

Inter-generational
activities

Allocation for support of inter-generational activities
including hire of audio/video equipment and training.
£2000. Total £6000

6000

Well said / well
read

Support for poetry contest to celebrate wells. Staff
and volunteer time.
37,000

Sub-total

10.1.8 Education
Education work

Allocation for support of educational activities. £3000

3000
3000

Sub-total

Total Interpretation budget

£105,650
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11 Monitoring and evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation are crucial parts of the process of planning and
implementing interpretation programmes. They are also the phases that tend to be
given least resources in funding and time. By designing a monitoring and evaluation
programme at the start of the project with clear actions and outputs and then building
in a feedback process that will enhance interpretive provision the process becomes
less onerous and more effective. The objectives listed in Chapter 7 should form the
basis for monitoring, providing a framework of desired outcomes that can be
measured during the evaluation process.
Mechanisms for judging the success of new interpretive initiatives will need to be put
in place and these are proposed below.
We recommend the following actions:
• Pre-testing of new interpretive media
• Monitoring of the use of interpretive media (including use by different audiences
and those with accessibility challenges)
• Evaluation of media
• Evaluation of the interpretive approach as a whole
There are many methods that can be used to undertake each of these activities and
we identify a number of them below. The list is not exhaustive but indicates some of
the methods that can be employed to take stock of different elements of the
interpretive approach. Wherever possible, pre-change data should be obtained in
order to provide for immediate comparisons and to establish base lines of ‘graphs’
for continued monitoring and evaluation.

11.1 Pre-testing
Pre-testing is something that many organisations fail to do because ‘deadlines’ are
cited as the need to get things on the ground, or out in the public domain. On the
principle of ‘getting it right, rather than getting it now’, we advocate strongly that the
Living Wells project tests out new media before committing final expenditure and
implementation work. A further benefit of this approach is in ensuring that the local
community is given a chance to feed into the development process both by
commenting and by participating.
In terms of printed and similar material, this process is now simpler and cheaper with
the availability of computer-derived artwork that can be produced inexpensively and
circulated, if testing printed material, or set up with suitable lamination if testing
interpretive text and graphic designs. Reactions can be sought from selected or
random users / viewers, from ‘focus groups’ or otherwise chosen groups of people,
or by other means that ensure wide pre-implementation appraisal and approval.
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11.2 Monitoring
Once media are in place, then monitoring their use and / or success can be done in
a variety of ways, often in conjunction with evaluation. For example, the following
largely quantitative checks could be instituted:
• Including QR codes in leaflets, panels and other materials to enable the
project to keep a record of the number of hits on the website, and inviting
comments on the website about the interpretation.
• Maintaining accurate checks of questions asked – and the type of questioners
– as well as of material issued and advice given at visitor centres where these
are in place.
• Maintaining accurate records of printed material distributed and replenished.
• Maintaining accurate records of publications issued and / or sold and
comments made.
• Maintaining records of contact with members of the public expressing an
interest in the reserve, by origin and profile of visitor.
• Making observation of visitors’ use, behaviour, time spent when viewing
interpretation.
• Making observation of visitors’ use of graphic and printed material.
• Maintaining records of number of visitors during special events.
• Making systematic counts of website hits.
• Monitoring and analysis of the use of Facebook and Twitter sites, and of
comments posted on Trip Adviser.

11.3 Evaluation
The more time-consuming and, therefore, costly, aspects of the work of appraising
success are those that involve qualitative research, which can include:
• Face-to-face interviewing of visitors (and non-visitors) using the external
interpretation and / or attending events / activities or guided walks / tours.
• Distribution of questionnaires for self-completion.
• Use of focus groups, private and public meetings etc.
• Analysis of questions asked and answered (or not) by visitors.
• Analysis of unsolicited written communications by email, letter or otherwise.
• Retention of visitor data for future marketing use.
Pre-testing, monitoring and evaluation provides essential data and anecdotal
material that informs the interpretive approach and guides it throughout its
implementation. It is recommended that the Living Wells project dedicates
appropriate time and resources to the evaluation process in order to determine those
initiatives that are successful in developing and maintaining the audience for
interpretation as a whole. This will help to ensure that resources are effectively
targeted.
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Bletherstone Holy Well, Pembrokeshire
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